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Theater you can afford to see—
plays you can’t afford to miss!

About The American Century Theater
The American Century Theater was founded in 1994. We are a professional company dedicated to
presenting great, important, but overlooked American plays of the twentieth century . . . what Henry Luce
called “the American Century.”
The company’s mission is one of rediscovery, enlightenment, and perspective, not nostalgia or
preservation. Americans must not lose the extraordinary vision and wisdom of past playwrights, nor can
we afford to surrender our moorings to our shared cultural heritage.
Our mission is also driven by a conviction that communities need theater, and theater needs audiences. To
those ends, this company is committed to producing plays that challenge and move all Americans, of all
ages, origins and points of view. In particular, we strive to create theatrical experiences that entire
families can watch, enjoy, and discuss long afterward.
These audience guides are part of our effort to enhance the appreciation of these works, so rich in history,
content, and grist for debate.

The American Century Theater is a 501(c)(3) professional nonprofit theater company dedicated to
producing significant 20th Century American plays and musicals at risk of being forgotten.
This program is supported in part by Arlington County through the Arlington Commission for the Arts
and Arlington Cultural Affairs, a division of Arlington Economic Development; the Virginia Commission
for the Arts; the National Endowment for the Arts; and many generous donors.
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The Playwright: Neil Simon
—Jack Marshall

For more than half a century, playwright Neil Simon has populated the stage and
screens large and small with touching stories, memorable lines, and funny
characters, all arising from the lives and troubles of normal people, and often the
crises of his own life. Actor Jack Lemmon, a frequent Simon collaborator, said,
“Neil has the ability to write characters—even the leading characters that we’re
supposed to root for—that are absolutely flawed. They have foibles. They have
faults. But, they are human beings. They are not all bad or all good; they are people
we know.” The Concise Oxford Companion to American Theatre adds: “He is a
shrewd observer of human foibles and a master of the one-line gag.”
That’s as good a starting point as any to consider the amazing, unprecedented
career of Neil Simon. Even his many honors—he has received four Tony Awards,
two Emmys, a Screen Writers Guild Award, a Kennedy Center Lifetime
Achievement Award, the Mark Twain Prize, and a Pulitzer Prize, among others—
don’t adequately define his remarkable career. Perhaps the most straightforward
statement is this: Neil Simon is the most successful writer of stage comedies in
American cultural history. But that doesn’t include the movies . . . .
Neil Simon was born to Jewish parents on July 4, 1927 in The Bronx, New York.
His father, Irving Simon, was a garment salesman. Simon had a (much) older
brother, Danny Simon. The Simon brothers grew up in Washington Heights,
Manhattan, during the period of the Great Depression, and their childhood was
marred by their parents’ combative marriage and financial hardships.
Irving abandoned the family for months at a time, sometimes forcing Simon and
Danny to live with relatives or to share their home with boarders. Neil wrote,
The horror of those years was that I didn’t come from one broken home but
five. It got so bad at one point that we took in a couple of butchers who paid
their rent in lamb chops . . . . To this day I never really knew what the
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reason for all the fights and battles were about between [my parents] . . . .
She’d hate him and be very angry, but he would come back and she would
take him back. She really loved him.
Simon has said that one of the reasons he became a writer was his need to be
independent of such an unstable home environment:
It’s partly why I became a writer, because I learned to fend for myself very
early . . . . I began to think early on, at the age of seven or eight, that I’d
better start taking care of myself somehow, emotionally . . . . It made me
strong as an independent person.
He often escaped to the movies, reveling in the antics of Charlie Chaplin, Buster
Keaton, and Laurel and Hardy:
I think part of what made me a comedy writer is the blocking out of some of
the really ugly, painful things in my childhood and covering it up with a
humorous attitude . . . . do something to laugh until I was able to forget what
was hurting.
As a result, he wanted to learn how to relieve the sorrows of others the same
way—by making them laugh. He wrote:
I wanted to make a whole audience fall onto the floor, writhing and laughing
so hard that some of them pass out . . . that was the only thing that I saw in
the future for myself as a connection with people. I was never going to be an
athlete or a doctor.
Simon, with the help of his brother, began his quest for laughter early. At the age
of fifteen, Simon and Danny (who was twenty-three) created a series of comedy
sketches for employees at an annual department store event. Neil enhanced his
knowledge of humor techniques by studying “the Masters”: Mark Twain, Robert
Benchley, George S. Kaufman, and S. J. Perelman. After graduating from public
school, he enlisted in the Army and began his professional career by writing for an
Army camp newspaper. A week later, armistice was declared. He returned to New
York and became a mailroom clerk for Warner Brothers East Coast office. That
didn’t last long, however: soon he was writing comedy revues again with his
brother Danny in the Poconos, then more skits for radio.
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Sid Caesar hired the Simons to the stellar writing team for his classic television
comedy variety program, Your Show of Shows. Teaming with his new colleagues,
Simon earned two Emmy Award nominations. Simply working with Caesar,
Howard Morris, and Carl Reiner, themselves comedy masters, along with the
comedy writing staff that included Mel Brooks, Woody Allen, and Larry Gelbart
(who created TV’s MASH and the screenplay for Tootsie, among other comic
masterpieces) was a graduate course in laughter.
Simon recalled:
Everyone would pitch in and rewrite, so we all had a part of it . . . . It was
probably the most enjoyable time I ever had in writing with other people
. . . . I knew, when I walked into Your Show of Shows, that this was the most
talented group of writers that up until that time had ever been assembled.
His experiences with that group later were crafted into his hit play, Laughter on the
23rd Floor (1993).
Simon left the explosively unstable Caesar in 1959 to write for the more easygoing comedian Phil Silvers, who hired him to write scripts for “Sergeant Bilko,”
the manipulating military schemer of the sitcoms You’ll Never Get Rich and The
Phil Silvers Show. During his TV writing period, Simon dipped his toe into the
waters of Broadway, collaborating with Danny on some sketches in the revue
Catch a Star! (1955).
Simon launched his Broadway career in 1961 while still writing for Silvers, with
Come Blow Your Horn. It was a success, but his next effort, Barefoot in the Park,
was a monster. From that point until the dawn of the 21st century, there was seldom
an extended period when a Neil Simon comedy was not playing on The Great
White Way.
Danny Simon provided the inspiration for one Simon’s most famous hits:
following his divorce, Danny moved in with another divorced man, the situation
that was the basis for The Odd Couple (1966). Danny tried to write the play
himself, but gave up and handed the golden idea off to his brother, who, as usual,
made it a long-running Broadway success, as well as a successful film version and
a classic TV sitcom. By 1973, Simon was the king of American comedy. That was
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also the year that his wife of twenty years, died. He was able to find himself his
own odd couple to be part of when met the actress Marsha Mason, and that
experience inspired another stage hit, his 1977 play, Chapter Two, dramatizing the
grief of a newly remarried widower trying to start life anew.
Throughout his playwriting career, Simon has drawn extensively on his own life
experiences for material. Many of his works take place in the working-class New
York neighborhoods he knew so well as a child. One of Simon’s great
achievements has been the perceptive representation of the social atmosphere of
those times in New York as portrayed in his autobiographical trilogy, Brighton
Beach Memoirs (1983), Biloxi Blues (1985), and Broadway Bound (1986).With
these plays, Simon finally began getting the serious critical acclaim that had long
eluded him, and, for his 1991 follow-up, Lost in Yonkers, Neil Simon was awarded
a well-earned Pulitzer Prize.
We must not neglect the original screenplays in considering Simon’s career: If he
had only written for the movies and never had a single Broadway hit, he would still
be one of the most successful comic writers in Hollywood history. In addition to
more than a dozen film adaptations of his own stage works, Simon wrote
acclaimed original movie comedies including The Out-of-Towners, Murder by
Death, The Cheap Detective, The Heartbreak Kid, and the Academy Awardwinning The Goodbye Girl, which also became a Broadway musical.
Through all of this, Neil Simon, as comic Rodney Dangerfield used to say, “got no
respect,” or at least anything approaching the respect he deserved, at least from
critics. His Wikipedia entry lists almost thirty awards and honors, but Simon’s
reputation as an artist has lagged far behind his achievements and popularity.
Literary scholars generally minimized the value of Simon’s early work, regarding
him as a commercially successful playwright rather than a “serious dramatist.”
Clive Barnes, once the imperious theater critic for the New York Times, wrote that
like Noël Coward, Simon was “destined to spend most of his career
underestimated,” but nonetheless very “popular.” That prediction proved prophetic.
The attitude changed somewhat after Simon won his Pulitzer Prize for drama in
1991, and some critics began comparing his work to more admired playwrights
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like Ben Johnson, Molière, and George Bernard Shaw, who had similarly
“successfully raised fundamental and sometimes tragic issues of universal and
therefore enduring interest without eschewing the comic mode,” as critic Edythe
McGovern concluded in her book about Simon’s work.
Yes, that’s how literary critics really talk.
Another literary critic, Robert Johnson, has declared that “Simon has, in fact,
created a rich variety of entertaining, memorable characters who tell us much about
the human experience. Simon’s work also explores a larger number of serious
themes and points of view than he is credited with presenting,” using “quite varied
stylistic formats.” As a result, Johnson concludes, “Simon’s characters are not only
lifelike, but more complicated and more interesting than most characters
populating successful stage and screen comedies . . . . Simon has not received as
much critical attention as he deserves.”
The record says that Neil Simon is one of the best writers of comedy in American
literary history. The only legitimate debate is over whether he is the greatest of
them all.

The Greatest Hit Broadway Comedies of All Time
—Jack Marshall

The state of Broadway, and thus commercial professional theater, is fairly
accurately presented for consideration in the list of the 100 longest running
Broadway shows. In the top 20, a sung-through British import musical marked by
special effects and a faux-operatic score leads the way with a still increasing
10,656 performances . . . yes, Phantom of the Opera, which may never close. It is
followed by another, lesser musical of the same origins and ilk, the much-maligned
Cats, and thirteen more musicals . . . . Nobody, especially tourists, cares to see
plays any more.
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In that group are more fake operas (Les Miz, the fakest of them all; Miss Saigon, its
sequel); Disney musicals (The Lion King and Beauty and the Beast, with Mary
Poppins rising fast on her umbrella); jukebox musicals, with the worst, Mama Mia,
the longest running, but the best, Jersey Boys, still going as well), a sex revue
without a single song anyone knows or can remember, Oh! Calcutta!; Grease; 42nd
Street, a spawn of Satan that helped get Babe Ruth sold from the Red Sox to the
Yankees by its producer, who also owned the Boston team; Rent; and just six true
classic musicals: Chicago (#3), A Chorus Line (#6), Wicked (#11), Fiddler on the
Roof (#17), Hello, Dolly! (#19), and the sublime My Fair Lady in 20th place.
Exactly one comedy breaks into the top 20. It is also the longest running nonmusical of all time and likely to stay that way: 1939’s Life with Father, by Howard
Lindsay and Russel Crouse, which ran 3,224 performances and held the longest
running show record until 1972, when Fiddler passed it. The American Century
Theater presented Life with Father a few seasons ago to prove it was still funny,
and sure enough, it was.
Another comedy doesn’t break through the mob of musicals until 28th place, and
that is the inexplicable sensation, Abie’s Irish Rose, a cornball comedy about a
“mixed marriage,” Irish and Jew, and their warring, culturally alien families. It ran
2,327 performances thanks to the ethnic demographics of the twenties; in two
Broadway revivals since, nobody found it funny or anything but predictable. So
stock were its characters that when the playwright, Anne Nichols, sued a movie
studio for using similar characters and plot, the court found that her play was not
original enough to warrant thorough copyright protection. It did provide the rare
opportunity for a famous judge, Learned Hand (who also had the best judge’s
name ever) to include a plot summary in his opinion. He wrote:
Abie’s Irish Rose presents a Jewish family living in prosperous
circumstances in New York. The father, a widower, is in business as a
merchant, in which his son and only child helps him. The boy has
philandered with young women, who to his father’s great disgust have
always been Gentiles, for he is obsessed with a passion that his daughter-inlaw shall be an orthodox Jewess. When the play opens the son, who has been
courting a young Irish Catholic girl, has already married her secretly before
a Protestant minister and is concerned to soften the blow for his father, by
6

securing a favorable impression of his bride, while concealing her faith and
race. To accomplish this he introduces her to his father at his home as a
Jewess, and lets it appear that he is interested in her, though he conceals the
marriage. The girl somewhat reluctantly falls in with the plan; the father
takes the bait, becomes infatuated with the girl, concludes that they must
marry, and assumes that of course they will, if he so decides. He calls in a
rabbi, and prepares for the wedding according to the Jewish rite.
Meanwhile the girl’s father, also a widower, who lives in California and is
as intense in his own religious antagonism as the Jew, has been called to
New York, supposing that his daughter is to marry an Irishman and a
Catholic. Accompanied by a priest, he arrives at the house at the moment
when the marriage is being celebrated, but too late to prevent it, and the two
fathers, each infuriated by the proposed union of his child to a heretic, fall
into unseemly and grotesque antics. The priest and the rabbi become
friendly, exchange trite sentiments about religion, and agree that the match
is good. Apparently out of abundant caution, the priest celebrates the
marriage for a third time, while the girl’s father is inveigled away. The
second act closes with each father, still outraged, seeking to find some way
by which the union, thus trebly insured, may be dissolved.
The last act takes place about a year later, the young couple having
meanwhile been abjured by each father and left to their own resources. They
have had twins, a boy and a girl, but their fathers know no more than that a
child has been born. At Christmas each, led by his craving to see his
grandchild, goes separately to the young folks’ home, where they encounter
each other, each laden with gifts, one for a boy, the other for a girl. After
some slapstick comedy, depending upon the insistence of each that he is
right about the sex of the grandchild, they become reconciled when they
learn the truth, and that each child is to bear the given name of a
grandparent. The curtain falls as the fathers are exchanging amenities, and
the Jew giving evidence of an abatement in the strictness of his orthodoxy.
The play is almost as famous for how much one critic, humorist Robert Benchley,
hated it as it is for its much-imitated plot. After giving it two scathing reviews, he
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found himself challenged to write a brief summary of the play every week for Life
magazine during most of its interminable run. Among his offerings:
“People laugh at this every night, which explains why democracy can never
be a success.”
“In another two or three years, we’ll have this play driven out of town.”
“Where do people come from who keep this going? You don’t see them out
in the daytime.”
“A-ha-ha-ha-ha! Oh, well, all right.”
“All right if you never went beyond the fourth grade.”
“The Phoenicians were among the earliest settlers of Britain.”
“There is no letter ‘w’ in the French language.”
“Flying fish are sometimes seen at as great a height as fifteen feet.”
In despair, Benchley resorted to code, writing, “See Hebrews 13:8.” That verse
reads, “Jesus Christ the same yesterday, and today, and forever.”
The next comedy on the list of Broadway’s biggest hits is #37, Harvey, Mary
Chase’s strange tale of a gentle drunk and the invisible six-foot rabbit who follows
him wherever he goes. Thanks to the popular James Stewart movie (Jimmy did not
play Elwood P. Dowd as drunk, and somehow pulled it off; the originator of the
role, Frank Fay, in contrast, was famous for playing drunks, which is why he was
cast), Harvey is still revived occasionally and remains a standard among
community theaters, though the frequency of its productions is beginning to wane.
It is said that in rehearsals Harvey was played by an actor in a giant rabbit suit, and
that the part was turned into an imaginary one as a last minute directorial master
stroke. I have never believed that story.
At #43 comes the 1946 Garson Kanin comedy Born Yesterday, made famous on
stage and screen by Judy Holliday. Kanin also directed the show, and was a
versatile, talented artist who will be featured by TACT as soon as possible. His
wife and collaborator was actress–writer Ruth Gordon, who had a Betty White-like
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revival in her elder years, making everyone forget that she was also a successful
actress when she was sans wrinkles. She is best known as the distaff side of the
devil-worshipping neighbors who get Mia Farrow knocked-up by Satan in
Rosemary’s Baby, and as the life-affirming octogenarian Maude in the cult black
comedy about a May–December romance, Harold and Maude. Together, Kanin
and Gordon wrote the screenplay of one of the best Hollywood comedies of all
time, Adam’s Rib.
No, no Neil Simon comedies yet. Be patient. He finishes strong.
Jean Kerr, wife of New York Times theater critic Walter Kerr, wrote #48 on the list,
the next hit comedy, Mary, Mary. This means that Come Blow Your Horn was not
even the most successful comedy to open in 1961, though either because of
changing tastes, Simon’s fame, or the fact that a major New York critic is no
longer calling in IOU’s on behalf of his wife, Simon’s first comedy is now a lot
more admired than Kerr’s. Actually, Mary Mary reads a little bit like people think
Neil Simon plays do.
Simon finally makes the list at #52, with his second Broadway comedy, Barefoot
in the Park. The play made Robert Redford a star—I bet you never thought of him
as a) a stage actor or b) the star of a Neil Simon comedy. He went on to make the
film version (with Jane Fonda in one of her first starring vehicles), and the
Sundance Kid came right behind. Mike Nichols directed the play, which was a
major step in his transition from comedy performer to director.
At #57 is a romantic comedy by one-hit wonder Bernard Slade, Same Time Next
Year. It was a very well-respected show in its day, despite its “adultery is cute”
theme, and received many prestigious nominations. Its director was Gene Saks,
who eventually became Neil Simon’s most indispensable interpreter. Slade is more
famous, or infamous, for inflicting on our culture the TV comedies The Flying Nun
and The Partridge Family. He also made a briefly successful TV sitcom called
Bridget Loves Bernie, based on . . . Abie’s Irish Rose.
Everybody knows #58, Arsenic and Old Lace. If you’re keeping score, this makes
eight comedies in the top Broadway hits without a repeat playwright, or so we are
told. Joseph Kesselring, who is the credited playwright for Arsenic and Old Lace,
never wrote anything remotely like this among his various flops, and there is well9

founded suspicion that the real authors of the hilarious black comedy about two
sweet, homicidal old ladies and their three nephews—one a newlywed theater
critic, one a maniac who looks like Frankenstein’s Monster, and one a lunatic who
thinks he is Teddy Roosevelt (“CHARGE!!!”)—was really crafted by the
producers, Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, out of an awful, deadly serious
melodrama submitted by Kesselring. That would give the creators of Life with
Father their second comedy hit on the list. If the rumors aren’t true, they should
be.
Neil Simon returns at #69, with Brighton Beach Memoirs. (No, Simon’s most
famous work, The Odd Couple, doesn’t make the list at all.) This was the first of
Simon’s autobiographical “B” trilogy that eventually included Biloxi Blues and
Broadway Bound, but the roots of the sequence were planted with Come Blow
Your Horn, also autobiographical, but out of sequence.
#74, the farce Cactus Flower, is by old comedy hand Abe Burrows, who won a
Pulitzer for the book of the musical How To Succeed in Business without Really
Trying (#61). Cactus Flower is the first true sex farce on the list, which shows how
different the U.S. culture is from that of Great Britain. I haven’t tallied them up,
but if 25 percent of the biggest hit comedies in West End history don’t have titles
like Pull up Your Pants and Salute the Flag, I’d be shocked.
Mister Roberts is the next comedy on the list (#85), and it is only a half comedy at
that. The WWII show about boredom ends with the death of its main character, and
it is a mark of the strength of the story and characters in Thomas Heggen’s semiautobiographical play that even though its jokes and gags are barely funny after
being overexposed on MASH, the play still works.
The great George Axelrod finally makes the list at #88 with The Seven Year Itch,
one of the very best American comedies, still as funny and wise as ever, and better
in its stage incarnation than in the bowdlerized film version with Ms. Monroe, the
white dress, and the updraft.
Simon comes in at #93 with his third comedy on the list, Plaza Suite. It is not his
most thoughtful piece and far from his best, but the comic formula it employs is
ancient and expertly delivered, and the laughs, though mechanical, arrive
throughout like clockwork. It won a Tony in 1968, but marks the point where the
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critical community began turning against Neil Simon, casting him as a slick,
artless, joke machine. (A lot of people were also jealous.)
That’s it. There are only thirteen comedies among the top 100 Broadway box
office hits of all time, and there hasn’t been a new addition since Simon’s Brighton
Beach Memoirs in 1986, 27 years ago. Neil Simon’s dominance of the genre is
undeniable: he has three of the thirteen, and unless we accept the Arsenic and Old
Lace legend as true, no other playwright has more than one.

Postscript It is worth mentioning that Neil Simon has a fourth entry among the
top 100, though it is a musical comedy, not a straight play: the book for Promises,
Promises, #72.

Simon on Simon
It is fair to say that Neil Simon is a craftsman of comedy, but not a natural wit.
Unlike Mark Twain, Oscar Wilde, Shaw, Kurt Vonnegut, George S. Kaufman, and
W.S. Gilbert, he has never excelled in the bon mot or epigram. Simon’s best lines
come out of his characters’ mouths, not his own, and they are the final product of
an exacting process of inspiration, draft, and re-writing.
That is not to say that Simon’s own quotes are not attention worthy. Here are some
of his best—
“I don’t like writing for comedians. I like writing for actors. The best
comedians are the best actors.”
“You must realize that honorary degrees are given generally to people whose
SAT scores were too low to get them into schools the regular way. As a
matter of fact, it was my SAT scores that led me into my present vocation in
life, comedy.”
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“If you can go through life without experiencing pain you probably haven’t
been born yet.”
“I am most alive and most fulfilled sitting alone in a room, hoping that those
words forming on paper in the Smith Corona will be the first perfect play
ever written in a single draft. I suspect that I shall keep writing in a vain
search for the perfect.”
“I firmly believe that if you follow a path that interests you, not to the
exclusion of love, sensitivity, and cooperation with others, but with the
strength of conviction that you can move others by your own efforts, and do
not make success or failure.”
“People with honorary awards are looked upon with disfavor. Would you let
an honorary mechanic fix your brand-new Mercedes?”
“When it’s 100 in New York, it’s 72 in Los Angeles. When it’s 20 in New
York, it’s 72 in Los Angeles. However, there are six million interesting
people in New York—and 72 in Los Angeles.”
“New York is not Mecca. It just smells like it.”
“If no one ever took risks, Michelangelo would have painted the Sistine
floor.”
“I love living. I have some problems with my life, but living is the best thing
they’ve come up with so far.”
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A Half-Century of Plays, Musicals, and
Screenplays by Neil Simon
1961–2004
The Plays
Come Blow Your Horn (1961)
Little Me (1962), musical
Barefoot in the Park (1963)
The Odd Couple (1965)
Sweet Charity (1966), musical
The Star-Spangled Girl (1966)
Plaza Suite (1968)
Promises, Promises (1968), musical
The Last of the Red Hot Lovers (1969)
The Gingerbread Lady (1970)
The Prisoner of Second Avenue (1971)
The Sunshine Boys (1972)
The Good Doctor (1973)
God’s Favorite (1974)
California Suite (1976)
Chapter Two (1977)
They’re Playing Our Song (1979), musical
I Ought To Be in Pictures (1980)
Fools (1981)
Brighton Beach Memoirs (1983)
Biloxi Blues (1985)
The Female Odd Couple (1986)
13

Broadway Bound (1986)
Rumors (1988)
Lost in Yonkers (1991)
Jake’s Women (1992)
The Goodbye Girl (1993), musical
Laughter on the 23rd Floor (1993)
London Suite (1995)
Proposals (1997)
The Dinner Party (2000)
45 Seconds from Broadway (2001)
Rose’s Dilemma (2003)
A New Look at the Odd Couple (2004)

The Screenplays
1963 Come Blow Your Horn
Director, Bud Yorkin; Screenplay, Norman Lear
With Frank Sinatra and Lee J. Cobb
1966 After the Fox
Director, Vittorio DeSica
With Peter Sellers and Victor Mature
1967 Barefoot in the Park
Director, Gene Saks
With Robert Redford, Jane Fonda, and Charles Boyer
1968 The Odd Couple
Director, Gene Saks
With Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau
1969 Sweet Charity
Director, Bob Fosse
With Shirley MacLaine, Chita Rivera, and Sammy Davis, Jr.
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1970 The Out-of-Towners
Director, Arthur Hiller
With Jack Lemmon and Sandy Dennis
1971 Plaza Suite
Director, Arthur Hiller
With Walter Matthau, Maureen Stapleton, Barbara Harris, and Lee Grant
1972 The Last of the Red Hot Lovers
Director, Gene Saks
With Alan Arkin
1972 The Heartbreak Kid
Director, Elaine May
With Cybill Shepherd and Charles Grodin
1975 The Prisoner of Second Avenue
Director, Melvin Frank
With Jack Lemmon and Anne Bancroft
1975 The Sunshine Boys
Director, Herbert Ross
With Walter Matthau and George Burns
1976 Murder by Death
Director, Robert Moore
With Truman Capote, Peter Falk, Alec Guinness, David Niven, Maggie
Smith, Elsa Lanchester, and Peter Sellers
1977 The Goodbye Girl
Director, Herbert Ross
With Richard Dreyfuss and Marsha Mason
1978 The Cheap Detective
Director, Robert Moore
With Peter Falk, Louise Fletcher, Stockard Channing, Madeline Kahn, John
Houseman, Nicol Williamson, and Eileen Brennan
1978 California Suite
Director, Herbert Ross
With Jane Fonda, Alan Alda, Maggie Smith, Michael Caine, Walter
Matthau, Elaine May, Richard Pryor, and Bill Cosby
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1978 The Good Doctor (PBS)
Director, Jack O'Brien
With Edward Asner, Richard Chamberlain, Bob Dishy, Gary Dontzig, Lee
Grant, and Marsha Mason
1979 Chapter Two
Director, Robert Moore
With James Caan and Marsha Mason
1980 Seems Like Old Times
Director, Jay Sandrich
With Goldie Hawn and Chevy Chase
1981 Only When I Laugh
Director, Glenn Jordan
With Marsha Mason, Joan Hackett, James Coco, and Kristy McNichol
1982 I Ought To Be in Pictures
Director, Herbert Ross
With Walter Matthau, Ann-Margret, and Dinah Manoff
1983 Max Dugan Returns
Director, Herbert Ross
With Matthew Broderick, Marsha Mason, Jason Robards, Kiefer Sutherland,
and Donald Sutherland
1984 The Lonely Guy
Director, Arthur Hiller
With Steve Martin
1985 The Slugger's Wife
Director, Hal Ashby
With Michael O’Keefe and Rebecca De Mornay
1986 Brighton Beach Memoirs
Director, Gene Saks
With Jonathan Silverman and David Margulies
1987 Plaza Suite (ABC)
Director, Robert Beatty and Kenny Solms
With Carol Burnett, Richard Crenna, Dabney Coleman, and Hal Holbrook
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1988 Biloxi Blues
Director, Mike Nichols
With Matthew Broderick and Christopher Walken
1991 The Marrying Man
Director, Jerry Rees
With Kim Basinger and Alec Baldwin
1993 Lost in Yonkers
Director, Martha Coolidge
With Richard Dreyfuss
1995 The Sunshine Boys
Director, John Erman
With Woody Allen and Peter Falk
1996 Jake’s Women (CBS)
Director, Glenn Jordan
With Alan Alda, Anne Archer, Lolita Davidovich, Julie Kavner, Mira
Sorvino, Joyce Van Patten, and Kimberly Williams-Paisley
1996 London Suite (NBC)
Director, Jay Sandrich
With Kelsey Grammer, Patricia Clarkson, Julia Louis-Dreyfus, Jonathan
Silverman, Madeline Kahn, Michael Richards, Julie Hagerty, Richard
Mulligan, Kristen Johnston, Jane Carr, Paxton Whitehead, and William
Franklyn
1998 The Odd Couple II
Director, Howard Deutch
With Jack Lemmon and Walter Matthau
2001 Laughter on the 23rd Floor (Showtime)
Director, Richard Benjamin
With Nathan Lane, Mark Linn-Baker, Saul Rubinek, Dan Castellaneta,
Richard Portnow, Kristi Angus, Ardon Bess, Victor Garber, and Philip
Craig, among many others
2004 The Goodbye Girl (Turner Network Television)
With Patricia Heaton and Jeff Daniels
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